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Submission to:
The Parliament of Western Australia
Economics and Industry Standing Committee Inquiry:
Matters Relating to Western Australia's Economic Relationship with
Republic of India

Prepared by: Mr. Cyrus Mistry- Founding Partner - EasyMigrate Consultancy Services, Perth, WA

About us:

EasyMigrate Consultancy Services is a WA based business.
Our group includes EasyMigrate, EasyStudy and EasyRecruit - We provide a "one-stop" service for
persons who need to migrate to Australia, study in Australia or work in Australia.
We have been in business for 19 years (since 2001).
EasyMigrate lodges hundreds of visa applications every year.
EasyStudy organizes hundreds of "admissions to universities/ VET colleges" every year.
Terms of Reference:

The Parliament of Western Australia - Economic and Standing Committee will inquire into and report
on matters relating to Western Australia's economic relationship with the Republic of India.
In particular, the Committee will evaluate:
(1) Economic developments in India over the last decade and their implications for the bilateral
trading relationship;
(2) Current status of India's trading relationship with Western Australia;
(3) Existing barriers or impediments to trade; and
(4) Opportunities to strengthen the trading relationship, including:
(a) sister state relationship between the Government of Western Australia and the State
Government of Andhra Pradesh;
(b) the role of the Indian diaspora business and entrepreneur community;
(c) strategies to attract inbound investment to Western Australia; and
(d) developing existing and new export markets in India in target sectors including
i) International education;
ii) tourism;
iii) minerals and energy;
iv) advanced manufacturing; and
v) agribusiness.

13 March 2020
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EasyMigrate Consultancy Services - Submission
To
Chair - Economics and Industry Standing Committee
laeisc@parliament.wa.gov.au

EasyMigrate Consultancy Services welcomes this opportunity to provide this submission regarding
an important inquiry.
A Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade Report released in mid-2018 titled "An India Economic
Strategy to 2035" states as follows:

"There is no market over the next 20 years which offers more growth opportunities for Australian
business than India."

General Recommendations relating to WA's relationship with Republic of India:

(1)

Focus on developing "BRAND WA" in India.

(2)

Especially in India, business is done on "personal rapport" basis. "It is not what you know, it
is who you know". With this in mind - employ specialist "marketing" agencies who can
develop and deliver a well-planned and well-executed plan that generates closer bonds
within the Indian business community, the student-community and the general public at
large.
(a) Make WA a "destination" for Bollywood tourism - encourage one or two blockbusters to
be filmed in WA.
(b) Tens of thousands of young Indians have been educated in Australia - develop closer
links amongst themselves and amongst the wider WA Governmental agencies, public, etc.
Give them opportunities to select WA for their next corporate-seminars, their next "jointventures", etc.

(3)

Develop a program of education for State Government bureaucracy- educate the Senior
Management to understand and appreciate the enormous benefits that could flow from
closer ties and more trade with India.

(4)

Use the game of cricket as another avenue to promote closer bonds.
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Easymigrate's submission specific to our core activities:

Whilst the other sectors mentioned in the Terms of Reference are equally important (mining,
energy, agriculture, tourism etc.) we will focus on feedback regarding our core businesses:
(a) Education and education-related Tourism
(b) Visa opportunities and migrant-related Tourism.

Education and education-related Tourism:
Asia accounts for almost three quarters of Australia's international students, with the largest
number of students coming from China and India. There is strong potential to strengthen this
further, as India's growing population will need high quality education in order to support its
aspirations for economic development and growth. I have attached some additional information
published by various agencies at the end of this submission - to give the Committee a broad
understanding of the statistics.
Observations:

Western Australia is well placed for attracting more Indian students • on the Indian Ocean rim
• travel times are shorter
• time difference is not as great as Eastern States
• WA universities and VET institutions are highly regarded within the Indian student
community.

Enrolments by state and territory

Table 1: higher education enrolments, overseas students, state and territory,

2018
State/territoryEnrolments% of total
NSW
143,585
36.0
VIC
140,807
35.3
QLD
51,003
12.8
SA
20,722
5.2
WA
22,136
5.6
TAS
5,869
1.5
NT
1,540
0.4
ACT
12,901
3.2
Total
398,563
100.0

Source: DoE, Basic pivot table 2015-2019, December 2018.
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In 2018, overseas student enrolments in higher education institutions in Australia were la rgely
concentrated in NSW and Victoria .
Ten years ago, WA share of international students was one in every five (20%) .
In 2018, WA's share of international students was 5.6%.

www.perthnow.com .au > news > education > back-to-the-future-fresh .. .
Feb 17, 2019 - February 17, 2019 10:00AM .. . 'WA is the only State or Territory to shed
lucrative overseas students over the past two years"
WA's share has reduced . The WA Government and organisations such as StudyPerth etc. have been
putting a lot of effort into increasing international student numbers in WA. The trend of reducing
percentage-share has been reversed through 2019.
Reason for the reduction in international student numbers 2017 and 2018: When the West
Australian Labor Government came to power in March 2017, Perth's status as a " regional area" was
abolished.
It is a well-known fact that international students come to study in foreign countries (USA, UK,
Germany, Australia, NZ) to
(a) gain further qualifications from first-world institutions and
(b) look for better opportunities to settle down - stable economies, good life-style, work-life
balance, good opportunities for their families and children, etc.
When the "Regional area" status was abolished, a lot of incentives to study in Perth disappeared. For
example, companies could not use the SC187 "Regional" visa anymore to provide permanent
residencies to their employees, families res ident in Perth could not sponsor their close bloodre latives, etc.
As migration agents, we had to provide honest advice to intending international students that they
should move to and study in other states that actively support their international students Northern Territory, South Australia, ACT, Tasmania, Queensland to a lesser extent.
Many students already studying in Perth moved to one of these states.
Many new students chose to avoid WA, they took admissions in education-institutions in these
states.
Many WA education-institutions were affected - some closed down. Industry estimate is that there
was an approximate 17% drop in student-numbers through 2017 and 2018.
To their credit, the WA State Government under Mr. McGowan listened to the industry feedback
and in November 2019 Perth city was re-instated as a "regional area" . Not just that, the WA State
Government has started to ACTIVELY support its international students by introducing the WA
Graduate List and actively offering Subclass 190 and new Subclass 491-Regional "nominations" to
students who have studied for two yea rs in Western Australia . An initial list that was restricted to
just Bachelor's degree holders and Masters degree ho lders has been expanded to include some
Diploma holders and trade-occupations also. This has been a huge relief for us and for the
international student community. We handle hundreds of "admissions to universities/ VET Colleges"
every year and we are already seeing a substantial increase in "interest" for WA education.
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Education-related Tourism:

"Of the 8.5 million international visitors reported by Tourism Australia {2018), 576,575 stated their
main purpose as education. This accounts for over 38 per cent of the total tourism spend in
Australia."
"They also spent $20,015 in Australia per trip, compared to $2,352 for other visitors in 2018".
"In addition to the 577,000 visitors who stated their main purpose as education in 2018, a further
89,000 visitors completed a course during their trip to Australia but stated another main purpose of
trip. These visitors spent $835 million in Australia and had a slightly shorter average stay of 108 days
than education visitors {136 days). Almost half of these visitors were on working holiday maker visas,
and the majority were studying English courses.

l in 4 visitors whose main purpose was education had family or friends come to visit while

studying during 2018. This resulted in 293,000 visitors contributing a further $1.l billion to tourism
spend in Australia.

The contribution from these combined sub-groups increases education's share of total tourism
spend from 38 per cent to 44.5 per cent.

In 2014, 57 per cent of international education visitors also had family or friends visit Australia after
their course to attend their graduation ceremony (This question is no longer included in the IVS so is
not available for more recent years)."

https://broadenourhorizons.com.au/edu-tourism-and-the-impact-of-international-students/
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Recommendations:

(1) Ensure that the WA Government supports and fosters a culture of deep understanding
amongst WA Government bureaucracy regarding the huge benefits that the state can derive
from international students, how they contribute massively to the economy, how "education
exports" can become one of the top "export-earners" for Western Australia.

(2) Actively focus on selling "BRAND WA" overseas. especially in India.
Provide more power and spending budget to good organisations like the Government of
WA's India Office in Mumbai. They have been supporting and helping Indian students and
Indian businesspersons for many years.

Visa Opportunities and migrant-related Tourism:
Besides the international student community and their opportunities to settle in and contribute to
WA economy, we need to look at the vast pool of skilled persons available in many countries who
are willing to migrate to Western Australia. India is the largest "supplier" of skilled migrants in the
Department of Immigration's "General skilled migration" program.
Canadian studies have confirmed that for every 10 skilled migrants arriving in their new country,
10.1 jobs get created. This is because the arrival of 10 skilled-migrants usually leads to 22 human
beings arriving (spouses, children). These 22 human beings increase the demand for services which
leads to more "employment":
•
Increased "spending" within the economy, increased revenue from taxes
• Increased demand for rental properties
•
Increased demand for schools
• Increased demand for second-hand cars, televisions
•
Increased demand for doctors, dentists
• Increased demand for businesses such as IGA, Coles, Woolworths
• All the way down to Increased demand for Hoyts and Hungry Jacks ...

For overseas applicants, currently the WA Government has the WORST "State Nominated
Occupations List" for the Subclass 190 and the new SC491 Regional visas. Only "medical
professionals" are on the list, no one else, not even medical Nurses!!

In line with the substantial "Lists" that the other states publish including professionals and
tradespersons, the "WA Skilled Migration Unit" under the WA Depart of Trade and Workplace
Development should be instructed to open up the WA state List. This will lead to skilled "young"
persons arriving in the WA state and settling/ contributing. This opportunity will not only be
welcomed by skilled Indians, it will be welcomed by many others including the British, Irish and
European migrants.
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Recommendations:

(1) The "WA Skilled Migration Unit" under the WA Depart of Trade and Workplace Development
should be instructed to open up the WA state List.
(2) Large Indian businesses have hundreds of thousands of staff, well-trained in company
product and procedures and loyal to the company. Opportunities need to be explored where
these businesses can set-up large operations in Western Australia - with incentives provided
to them to allow their current staff to be "posted" to the WA location. For example, these
could be two-year special-purpose work-visas where they work in Australia but continue to
be employed and paid by their Indian employing entity at their standard Indian wages plus
an overseas "allowance". (Already, the Australia-China Trade agreements have a similar
structure organized for Chinese companies).

If you have any questions regarding the above please do not hesitate to contact us.

Yours faithfully
EASYMIGRATE CONSULTANCY

Cyrus D Mistry
(Founding Partner)

Registered Migration Agent MARN 0100178
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Other International data
Offshore education data
Australian students overseas
Archived data
Department of Education, Skills and Employment international student enrolment data are derived from the Provider Registration and International
Students Management System (PRISMS) database and counts enrolments by students studying in Australia on a student visa. The data includes
commencements and year-to-date counts. lt is broken down by nationality, sector and state/territory.

On this page:
• Intern ational student enrolments in Australia 1994-2019
, 2019 pivot tabl es
• Explanat ory notes for enrolmer-t data

International student enrolments in Australia 1994-2019
International student enrolment statistics for 199<! to 2019 are summarised in the chart below. This chart should be used for indicative purposes
only, as data for the periods 1994-2001 and 2002-2019 are not comparable due to the different sources used to compile the data . Click on the chart
to open a printable pdf copy with associated data table.
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from 2002: Onshore student data are derived from the Commonwealth Provider Registration and International Student Management System
(PRISMS). The data show enrolments across all sectors for all students holding a student visa. These do not cover students on other visas, which in
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LOUGHTON YORKE
L A W YE RS

•
JVSA pn·. LTD. I/as Louglltou Yorke Lawyers (ACN 607 357 433)
AN INCORPORATED LEGAL PRACTICE

23 APRIL 2019

BY EMAIL ONLY:

Ms Kathy Hoare
A/Director
State Workforce Planning
Department ofTraining & Workforce Development

RESPONSE TO DTWD PROPOSAL TO EXPAND THE SKILLED MIGRATION GRADUATE STREAM TO
INCLUDE THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SECTOR

1.

Introduction

1.1

We write to you in our personal capacity as a practising lawyer and registered migration
agent that attended one of the consultation meetings that were held in relation to the
proposal referred to above (Proposal).

1.2

We are members of both the Law Society of Western Australia's Administrative,
Constitutional and Migration Law Committee (LSWA ACMLC) and the Migration Institute of
Australia's Western Australian State Branch Committee (MIA WA).

1.3

Please note that the views below are our own and are not officially those of the LSWA or
MIA.

1.4

The LSWA ACMLC would appreciate if the Department of Training & Workforce
Development (DTWD) extends an invitation to its members to attend consultation meetings
that are held in relation to the state migration program .

1.5

We thank you for extending an invitation to attend a consultation meeting in relation to the
Proposal as a MIA WA committee member and providing an opportunity for written
submissions to be made.

2.

Response to Consultation Feedback Questions

2.1

We refer to Section 6 of the Proposal consultation paper at page 4 and address the
questions posed as follows.
Question 1: Should the Graduate stream be expanded to include the VET sector? Why or
why not?

Ground Floor. 12 St George Terrace, Perth. Western Austral in 6000 I PO Box 3200. East Perth WA 6892
Tel: ·>-61 8 9325 9291 Fax: +6 1 8 922 1 9819

I

info@·Joughtonyorkelawyers.com

I

www.loughtonyorl.cl,rn~·ers .rnrn
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2.2

Yes, to encourage growth in a key Western Australian export industry - Education & Training
services.

2.3

We refer DTWD to an extract of an article printed in the Sunday Times referring to WA
State's share of the international student education & training market as "just 6% and
dwindling" (see attached).

2.4

In addition to the tuition fees international students pay WA education & training
institutions, it is estimated that for every five international students that come to Perth, one
full time job is created.

2.5

In our view (and there is data to corroborate if requested) the remova l of the Perth
metropolitan area as a 'regional area' for the purposes of the Regional Skilled Migration
Scheme led to "the torpedoing of growth in the local [WA] international student market" as
referred to in that Sunday Times article.
Question 2(a) and 2(b): Do you support the criteria as outlined in Section 3 for VET
graduates to be invited for State nomination?

2.6

We address the criteria outlined as follows.
1.

Gained a VET qualification at Advanced Diploma, Diploma or Certificate IV level in
Western Australia

2.7

Support.
2.

2.8

Completed at least two years of full time study in Western Australia with an
accredited higher education institution, registered training provider and/or English
language provider;

Support.
3.

Demonstrated an English language level of 'proficient' (equivalent to an IELTS
score of 7.0 in each band or equivalent);

2.9

Do not support. The minimum should be set at equivalent IELTS score 6.0 'competent'
(many Australians wou ld struggle to obtain this score). For example a Restaurant Manager
would not be expected to have University level English language ability e.g. write university
level essays on the restaurant industry.

2.10

The regulator and registration authorities for occupations generally set minimum IELTS
scores required e.g. Nurse. We respectfully submit they would be best placed to judge the
level of English required for the occupations they regulate. An applicant would be unable to
obtain a skill assessment (required or visa approval) unless they met that minimum
requirement.
4.

Demonstrated evidence of work experience in a related occupation through at
least one year of Australian work experience over the last ten years, or at least
three years of overseas work experience over the last ten years)

Page
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2.11

Support subject to further detail being provided. For example regarding the level of
"relatedness" could someone working as a bookkeeper for an Accountant for 1 year meet
this requirement?
5.

Job offer in the nominated occupation, evidenced by an employment contract for
full time work for at least 12 months in the nominated or closely related
occupation.

2.12

Do not support in current form. It is our understanding that certain cohorts of applicants
are paying for and obtaining fake employment contracts which are blatantly advertised in
languages other than English on social media.

2.13

It is also our understanding that applicants are well aware that DTWD does not have the
resources to verify employment contracts.

2.14

Genuine employers generally do not want to offer 12 months employment as they are
adverse to possibly being 'on the hook' for paying an employee for 12 months where there
could be a downturn in their business (subject to drafting a contract that provides
protection).

2.15

We respectfully submit that the '12 month' minimum employment contract requirement
should be removed.
Should the two-year study requirement be changed as outlined in Section
Question 3:
5 to allow non-university higher education providers, VET providers and ELICOS providers
to be considered? (noting this could be applied to the current university Graduate stream
and could also be applied to an expanded Graduate stream including VET graduates).

2.16

Support, as per reasons referred to at paragraphs 2.2 to 2.4 above.

3.

Other Matters to consider

3.1

DTWD would be aware that for the majority of temporary resident 482 work visa holders
there are no clear pathways to permanent residency.

3 .2

DTWD may wish to consider creating options for state sponsorship for those that have

shown 'past performance indicating likely future performance' e.g. temporary work visa
holders of more than 2 years. This also eliminates the employment contract issues referred
to above at paragraph 2.11 - 2.14 where 3 rd party independent evidence can verify
employment e.g. tax records etc.
3.3

DTWD may want to consider pathways for that cohort where there are skill shortages in
regional as well as metro areas e.g Hospitality.

3.4

For example there is no real practical difference between a Cook and a Chef (most
restaurants have a Head Chef then Chefs/Cooks reporting to them unless they are large
establishments such as Crown Casino) yet there is a clear permanent residency visa pathway
for Chefs but not for Cooks.

3.5

This is the approach most other States and Territories take which is to have highly nuanced,
custom, tailored, flexible and fluid state migration lists.
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3.6

For example South Australia https://www.migration.sa.gov.au/skilled-migrants/lists-ofstate-nominated-occupations states specific requirements per occupation .

3.7

There should be no need to 'reinvent the wheel', we respectfully submit that DTWD should
investigate who developed the South Australian migration websites and engage a web
designer to use a similar format - does not need to be the same as South Australia but good
ideas can be obtained from the other states and territories.

3.8

We also respectfully submit that at $200 the WA state nomination fees are far too low and
could be doubled at a minimum to fund further resources being put towards developing the
state migration program.

3.9

A new $400 WA state nomination fee needs to be seen in the context of most applicants
spending tens of thousands of dollars towards their education, training and visa fees etc. in
Western Australia.

4.

Conclusion

4.1

We thank DTWD with providing us with an opportunity to comment on the Proposal.

4.2

The LSWA ACM LC would be happy to discuss immigration issues with DTWD on a formal and
informal ad hoc basis going forward.

If you have any questions regarding the above please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yours faithfully

LOUGHTO

YORKE LAWYERS

Crawford Yorke
Lawyer
Registered Migration Agent MARN 1465407
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